Thresholds for linear frequency ramps of a continuous pure tone.
The human auditory sensitivity in detecting linear frequency ramps of a continuous pure tone has been studied. It is shown that for short ramp durations (less than 200 msec) discrimination depends on the difference between base and plateau frequencies, the mean threshold being about 3 Hz at 1 kHz. For longer ramp durations (greater than 200 msec), discrimination was found to be based on detection of the actual frequency sweep. No significant difference was found between thresholds for upward and downward sweeps. Expressed in Hz, the threshold for frequency change was approximately constant for base frequencies up to 1 kHz, above which it increased, reaching approximately 14 Hz at 4 kHz. There was no significant difference in the threshold for frequency change from 40 to 80 dB HL but at 20 dB HL the threshold was significantly higher than at 40 dB HL. Intra-individual variation in thresholds was found to be smaller than inter-individual variation. The results are discussed in relation to previous frequency discrimination data, where either tone pulse pairs, continuous frequency modulation or frequency ramps were used as stimuli.